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Abstract. - Expressions for V;-and ~~~have been derived previously by Richardson in the 

hard edge approximations. Taking into consideration the Thomas contribution and satis
fying the isochronous requirements 

V"l;1-=. ~ )"iBv ~ (k.-,M-.) 

where k = Thomas angle, Jl = angle of flare, B , Band B 
, d 0 f h' ,H V 

are the hill, valley and the 
more generalized equations 
methods, wherein (a) the 

average f1el s. The purpose 0 t 1S paper 1S to show that 
may be obtained from a simplified approach based on matrix 
magnet of an AVF cyclotron is considered to be a combination of a series of dipoles 
having field strengths of hill and valley respectively~ and (b) the spiral angles at the 
entrance and exit have been assumed to be unequal (EI~E1-). The equations of motion 

for this system of dipole magnets with non-normal entry and exit angles have been set up 
~aking into account the first order effects only. It has been shown that the generali
zed set of equations reduced to: i) the Richardson's equations for ~I= t2 , ii) the 

conventional equation for radial sector cyclotrons for el = ~~= 0 and iii) the Schatz 

equation for separated sector cyclotrons with BV o. 

1. Introduction. - The equations for motion 
of particles in an A.V.F. cyclotron have be
en derived in the hard edge approximation by 

impulse method by Richardson
l

) . The expre-
'1-

ssion for Vt, is given by, 

'I.. tI Bit - ~ ..... _ (, 
lJt. = ~ -"8- """""lk.-t"O) • . • .• (1) 

where k is the Tnomas angle, Po is the angle 

of flare and B
H

, BV and B are the magnetic 

field intensities for the hill, valley and 
average fields. In the case of classical 
cyclotrons, BH = BV and Fo = o. Since the 

Thomas angle is given by 

k.:. ~. B- Bl!,. 8M-8 
N B BH-Av' 

• • • •• (2) 

Equation (1) is not applicable to classical 
cyclotrons as such. In order to avoid this 
difficulty certain approximations have to be 
incorporated. 

Moreover the Laslett term and the Kerst 
term have to be calculated and added separa
tely to Equation (1), wherein the spiral an
gles at the entrance and exit of a hill or a 
valley have been assumed to be the same. 

Jain
2

) et aI, have derived expressions 
'1,.. '1-

for '))~ and v,.. for the general case of unequal 

spiral angles ~,and f~. They have assumed 
the equations 

,1.. I' .... 
,1'1.. I 'L-\~~+P"" 
vi: -= -r + F T L '1"\..... '" - - -

..••. (3) 
'l.. ) 

))r = '+1" + - - - . 

3) "r deri ved by Smith and Garren where ~ =! .Jl 
I B otr 

and F'l.-is the flutter term. 

We have presented a method to compute 
expressions for V~1..and V~'l.-from a simplified 
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but generalized approach which was first 
suggested by Schatz4 ) for separated sector 
cyclotrons. 

2. Basic assumptions. - In this approach the 
magnet of-an A.V.F. cyclotron is considered 
to consist of a series of alternate dipole 
magnets having field strengths of the hill 
and valley respectively and the spiral angles 
at the entrance and exit have been assumed to 
be unequal both for hills as well for valleys. 
It is also assumed that for the most genera
lised case, the hill and valley fields need 
not be uniform. In other words there is a 

field index n = - i ~! both for hills as 

well as -for valleys. The equations of mot
ion can then be set up using the standard 
transfer matrix for a dipole magnet having a 
field index and non normal entry and exit 
angles. The transfer matrix of one period of 
the magnetic field is then the product of the 
matrices corresponding to hill sector MH and 

valley sector MV with the usual convention of 

transfer matrix multiplication for a beam 
5) 

transport system . 

3. Orbit Equations. - Orbit sections for a 
hill and valley period have been shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Fig.l : Section of an equilibrium orbit 
in the wedge shaped hard edge approximation, 
consisting of circular arcs of radii of 
curvature fH and fv corresponding to 

EH and BV respectively. 

From simple geometry, it can be shown that 
the entrance and exit angles to the magnet 

sectors are given by 

PI::' E: I + 'l-:z.'ll 
~2-:' f l- - !1=.!l.' 

From Figure 1, ~ 

Hence 

PI =- ~I +1<., fll-::' E,.-k. 

• •• (4) 

• •• (5) 

Also one has to keep in mind the sign conven
tion for entry and exit angles, i.e. for a 
hill PI is +ve, P~iS -ve and for a valley p~ 

being. the entry angle is +ve and ~ being the 

exit angle is -ve. 

Following these conventions, the trans
fer matrix for the hill axial motion M 

H,Z 

is a product of three matrices, the non-normal 
entry dipole, the dipole and the non-normal 
exit dipole, and is given by 

"'II,Z= 

(
4. 0 )(Cr.! (n:l.,) fo txJ'''-\.f)J(.t. 0 ) • •• (6) 

~.. !. - "l~':"'h~) ~ ~~) J,el.t J) -r.;- fo 14 ..... ""f,,1).~ 

Similarly the valley axial transfer matrix 
~, Z is given by 

Mv,z = 

(~ :X::;~l~·'::~X~ ~~~.r.f. (7) 

The axial betatron oscillation per turn ~is 
calculated as, 

U:J( "t' ~):: -t Ty (M"'1l . M",~) ••• (8) 

Similarly for the radial betatron oscillat
ion9~is given by, 

.•• (9) 

where, 

... (10) 
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For the purpose of simplicity we have 
calculated the transfer matrices in the 
first order. Since these expressions are 
very involved, it is not convenient to derive 
any algebraic expression for Vt and~n the 

most general case. However in order to show 
that the expressions reduce to the conven
tional e~lations for a radial sector cyclo
tron we make the substitution £1= E~=O. 

Hence 

Vt'l-:. n+ t ./A.-k. &If:l' - ~1t(B.~B~ts,.>... (12) 

V'Y''l: I-Y\. + t-:a-Ic. lBII-~LJ-B~) ... (13) 

Accordinq to Richardson 

k", l'. J:}'i. R*-B 
N s BN-BV 

Hence the second term in Equation (12) redu-
ces to 

(8 It - "8). (S - By) .. . (14) 
B~ 

and Equations (12) and (ll' rpnllce to 

... (15) 

These equations can be compared with Equat
ion (3) derived by Smith and Garren and are 

2 found to be similar. For BH BV' F = O. 

Hence Equation (15) reduces to 

" .(16) 

which is the classical cyclotron equation. 
In deriving the above equations we have 
substituted 

5 :: 
'1 f" ;" 5 fv -= ~o-t 1. 

'l}l; k. BII - B 
N' P; a;:Bv 

~. ~. 1.::.h. 
III ~. B .. -Bv 

. ., (17) 

For a separated sector case if we sUbstitute 
BV = 0 and the free space length { is given 

by 

.•• (18) 

where entrance and exit angles are replaced 
by 

expressions for )}l and V.,.. become identical 

with the expressions given by Schatz. 

4. Conclusion. - In this simplified approach 
based on matrix methods, we have been able 
to derive expressions for v,tand V'l':J- which 

take into account the Thomas focussing, the 
Laslett contribution as well as the Kerst 
contribution. It is the most general in the 
sense that expressions have been derived for 
unequal spiral angles E:-I + f2.,and n fO. Also 

for the case (1) f = 0 it reduces to the 

expression for radial sector cyclotron 
(2) BV = 0 it gives the expression for 

separated sector cyclotron (3) BH = Bvone 

arrives at the classical cyclotron equations. 
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